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Hannah Victor Nu’17 L’18 Combines Law and Nursing Degrees
Now in the Air Force, Victor remains the first and only person to have completed the
BSN/JD program at Penn
Read the full article
The Intersection of the Law and Urban
Spatial Analytics
Max Masuda-Farkas L’22, MUSA’22
shares how the Wharton Boot Camp
afforded him the opportunity to forge his
own path
Tyler Burrell L'21 Pursues Politics
Certificate at Fels
Called to help his community, this student
found his path in public service through
cross-disciplinary opportunities at the Law
School 
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Employment Equity and International
Women’s Day
An all-female panel of distinguished
guests discuss how to eliminate barriers
and provide equitable opportunities
Penn's Graduate School of Education
(GSE) Top Ranked by U.S. News
The GSE is the sister school to the Law
School's JD/MSEd, a graduate joint
degree that trains students to become
leaders in educational law across the
public and private sectors
Promoting the Intersection of
Law and History
Prof. Karen Tani leads the Legal History
Consortium with the goal of furthering
interdisciplinary scholarship
Professor Sarin Appointed to Biden
Administration
Sarin joins the Treasury Department as
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic
Policy
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Convening Experts in Law, Sociology,
and Civil Rights
This year’s Sadie T.M. Alexander
Conference examined the roots of mass
incarceration and the prison abolition
movement
“A Conversation with Stacey Abrams”
Moderated by Ben Jealous, University of
Pennsylvania Carey Law School
Distinguished Visiting Fellow and former
NAACP leader, they discussed topics from
gerrymandering to romance novels in a
lively discussion
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